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ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT
The "Branding Guidelines" document was created with the

objective of standardizing, identifying and describing all the

guidelines that must be followed to maintain the team's Under

Control #1156 identity. All information presented here can and

should be consulted during the creation of documents, templates,

team clothing and more.

All of the contents presented here belongs to the team Under

Control #1156.



This sofware is used to deal with more detailed and formal

designs such as the chairman's board, pitch banner and team

shirts.  

EDITING SOFTWARES
CANVA

ADOBE ILLUSTRATOR

ADOBE PHOTOSHOP

This software is used to produce and edit documents as well as

templates that are later published on the team's social medias. It

is quick and practical to use due to the limited amount of tools

and large variety of templates included in the app's free version.

This sofware is used to make adjustments in any design

developed by the team.



In order to padronize the team's big picture, colors and fonts

specifications were included. They must be followed during the

creation of every design, such as templates, pitch banners and

documents.

Colors and fonts are fundamental elements for the establishment

of a brand and its recognition by the public, exerting a great

influence on it.

GENERAL COLORS AND
FONTS 



UNDER CONTROL #1156 PALETTE

 

#0061a6

#86807e

#28292b

#3683b9

#001f3a

#1d3461

#1f487e

#376996

#829cbc

#f5d709#447b1f



GIRLS IN CONTROL PALETTE 

 

#f8a2bb

#b995ff #cb90b6

#9c7fa9 #6f6e93

#ffafe2 #f8d3dd

#e1d8ff #829cbc



Arialle: it may be used on general texts
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

League Spartan: it may be used on titles
and subtitles
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Playlist Script: Girls in Control logo, it may be used on
titles
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

FONTS



The Under Control 1156 logo it’s The Original Logo; formed by

the color Blue, Black, and White.

The ‘Girls in Control’ Logo it’s based from Under Control Original

Logo, but has some specific change; because transcends all the

FIRST programs.

The correct way to mention the team it’s by “Under Control

#1156”.

Original LOGO Girls in Control LOGO

Original LOGO B&W 

LOGOS

Original LOGO B&W 

1156 "H" LOGO

1156 "H" LOGO



COLORS

A color system used in displaying color in an eletronic

enviroment such as websites and online content. Different

devices display RGB values differently.  

A color model used in full color print. CMYK refers to the fuor inks

used: Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Key (blacK). These 4 inks

combinations can produce full color spectrum publications. 

CMYK

C=0 M=42 Y=3 K=0C=100 M=52 Y=0 K=5 C=100 M=100 Y=100
K=100

RGB

R=248 G=162 B=187R=1 G=97 B=165 R=0 G=0 B=0



Spot/PMS (Pantone matching system) colors: may be use at
robot painting
A pure ink single color for printing. Can reduce the number of

plates needed if only using 1-2 spot inks. Spot inks are the true

colors  since it is one mixed ink it can not be 100 percent

reproduced in CMYK.

HEX: may be use as the principal color code
A numbered color system used in displaying color in an eletronic

enviroment such as websites and online content. These

generate consistent color displays because Hexadecimal color

values are supported in all major browser.

HEX

#F8A3BC#0061A0 #000000

Pantone

189 C2384 C black



 

To assure #1156's brand appropriately stands out, clear space

surrounding is included. The entire structure must be kept free of

any text or other graphic elements. Clear space rules apply to all

variations of our trademark – vertical or horizontal. Generally a

greater amount of clear space looks even better, but what’s

indicated is the absolute minimum allowed.

The minimum clear space is 1X that height on all sides.

Clear space changes from logo to logo, check below the

minimun height allowed for each.

Original LOGO and Original LOGO B&W: the clear space is

formed by the height of the letter ‘O’ in Control; Lowest Logo

height: 1,3 cm.

Girls in Control LOGO: the clear space is formed by the height

of the letter ‘C’ in Control; Lowest Logo height: 1,5 cm.

1156 ‘H’ LOGO: the clear space is formed by the hieght of the

letter ‘O’ in Control; Lowest Logo hieght: 2,0 cm.

MINIMUM CLEAR SPACE



 

DOCUMENTS 
All documents must follow the standard design model: 

COLORS: Only the palette colors.

FONTS: ARIALLE must be used in all texts, and LEAGUE
SPARTAN or BOMBARDIER must be used in all the titles and

subtitles, in capital letters.

COVER: Must have a picture of the team and the Original

LOGO.

PAGES: The design can variate, but it is suggested to make the

pages in the color white, and include only a blue stripe in the

bottom of the page.



Mission Statement

Team History & Growth

Organizational Structure

Risky Analysis

Marketing

Financials

Appendix

The "BUSINESS PLAN" document

must have the following topics:

 

BUSINESS PLAN

The appendix must contain; "SWOT Analysis", "Organizational

Chart", "Budget Table" and "Business Model Canvas". All of

them must follow the standard models:

SWOT ANALYSIS



ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

FINANCIALS





 

MEMORIES BOOK

Our team 

Outreach

Comunication 

Girls In Control 

Business

Sponsorship

The "MEMORIES BOOK" document

must have the following topics:

(Another projects/events can be

added as topics too).

Summary example, with all

the topics and subtopics that

need to be in the document. 



 

ROBOT BOOK

Introduction

One separate topic for each

subsytem (chassis, shooter...)

Control System

The "ROBOT BOOK" document

must have the following topics:

Summary example, with all

the topics and subtopics

that need to be in the

document. 



 

PIT BANNER
The team's pitch banner must contain all the sponsors' logos in

their original colors and the 'Original LOGO' needs to be placed

in the middle of it. The color used for details needs to be in the

'Under Control #1156 palette'.

The correct dimensions are 280x80cm.



In order to identify the team and to structure a visual identity,

clothing specifications were included.

By following clothing guidelines, it gives the team the possibility

to be recognized, to create a relevant standard image for the

public.

 

CLOTHING 



The team's T-Shirt is used in competitions and in the most part of

events. It needs to contain the yellow (#f5d709) and green

(#447b1f ) colors.

FRONT: It must contain the logos of the main sponsors, such as

John Deere, NI and Marista Pio XII. The FIRST logo must be at

the right, followed by the 'Original LOGO' in the left and the

brazilian flag on the top.

BACK: It must contain the logos of the other sponsors in shades

of blue (#0461ad #7bccf2), and at the bottom, the team's number

(bombardier font).

 

T-SHIRT 



 

POLO SHIRT 

The team's polo T-Shirt is used at formal events. Generally, it

needs to contain the dark blue and white colors.

FRONT: It must contain the logos of the main sponsors in white

on the left side and the 'Original LOGO B&Y' on the left.



The team's hoodie is used in competitions and in some events.

Generally, it needs to be in the dark blue and white colors.

FRONT: It must contain the '1156 'H' LOGO' in the white color in

the middle.

SLEEVES: Each sleeve main contain a differente sponsor logo

in the middle of it. LEFT: John Deere RIGHT: Marista Pio XII.

 

HOODIE 



The description of any post must be short and objective, in

portuguese and in english. When abording polemic/sensitive

subjects it is necessary to ask to someone else to review it, it is

very important to avoid misunderstandings. At the end of each

post, it is necessary to use some hashtags to reach as many

people as possible, such as:

#undercontrol1156 #gounder #morethanrobots
#girlsincontrol #omgrobots #jdinspire

SOCIAL NETWORKS
FACEBOOK, LINKEDIN, INSTAGRAM

AND TWITTER

POST'S DESCRIPTION:

Just as the documents, the design of each post can variate, the

only rules are to use only the palette colors and always use

templates, even when posting pictures.

TEMPLATES FOR POSTS:



@undercontrol1156 feed organization example

@girlsincontrol1156 design template

example

@undercontrol1156 design template

example 



@girlsincontrol1156 storie @undercontrol1156 storie

The only rule when posting stories is to use the colors yellow,

blue, or green for the @undercontrol1156 account, and pink,

purple, black or white for the @girlsincontrol1156 account. It

needs to capture people's attention. It is possible to use gifs as

well.

INSTAGRAM STORIES:



Each Instagram Storie needs to be added to it's respective

highlight. In the @undercontrol1156 account, the highlight covers

have a dark blue background (same color as the Under Control

logo background) with a white icon in the middle of it. And the

@girlsincontrol1156 account has a pink background (same color

as the Girls In Control logo background) with a white icon too.

Icons can be found at flaticon.com

@girlsincontrol1156 highlights

@undercontrol1156 highlights

INSTAGRAM HIGHLIGHTS:



WEBSITE 
On team's Under Control #1156's website, there are a few rules that
needs to be followed. 
TITLES: Must be using the BOMBARDIER font.
TEXTS: ARIAL font
PICTURES: Must be renewed every year, all of them need to be in a high
quality.


